
We Believe
The time for solar lighting 
is now.

The power of the sun is undeniable. So is the power of solar lighting. We bring it to new places, projects and 
people—so that everyone can see their part of the world in a new light.

We bring reliable light to the streets where we live. We keep parking lots and roadways safe at work. We 
ensure that playgrounds, parks, pathways, and other recreational public spaces are safe and accessible. We 
help communities reduce their reliance on the grid, so they can be more resilient and sustainable. And we help 
reduce the world’s reliance on of fossil fuels, lowering pollution and environmental impact.



Adding new grid-connected lighting is like investing in the past. 

Advanced solar street lighting from Fonroche brings you a wealth of benefits—financial, environmental, and 
much more. Here are just some of the reasons why Fonroche beats the grid.

Save Money
We save you money right from the start, eliminating the cost of trenching, wiring, switch-gear, and soil 
remediation. Then we cut electricity costs, year after year—because the sun doesn’t send you a bill. And it 
never experiences outages.

Stop Vandalism
Message to vandals: Don’t bother. Our solar lighting systems protect you from copper wire theft. And our solar 
lights are designed to repel break-ins and damage.

Eliminate Emissions
Our solar lighting systems let you add new light to key areas without adding more CO2 emissions. Serve the 
people while saving the planet.

Save Time
Smart design and fast installation save time. Our lights are up and running in just hours.

No Maintenance for a Decade
Thanks to meticulous design and advanced battery technology, 
our solar lighting systems run year after year, creating light with 
no scheduled maintenance for 10+ years.

Light at Night, Guaranteed
We guarantee that you’ll get the appropriate light levels you 
need—365 days (and nights) a year. No matter where you are.

Some solution providers enter the solar lighting 
market—then move on. We’re a reliable 

partner that sticks around. So you get the 
responsive support and smart answers that you 

need now—and the confidence that we’ll be 
here for you far in the future.

Fonroche Lighting America 
339-225-4530 Ext. 1
Sales@Fonroche.US
www.FonrocheSolarLighting.com


